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HDTV program production and diversified broadcasting services are sharply
increasing the amount of storage needed for contents at broadcasting
stations. This keeps intensifying the demand for larger capacity and faster

recording devices.
Our research group is studying ultrahigh-density magnetic recording technology,

with the aim of constructing storage devices for future ultrahigh-definition video
systems and small recording systems for digital broadcasting receivers and
production/transmission servers in broadcasting stations. At STRL's 2003 open
house, we exhibited a prototype hard disk drive with a perpendicular magnetic disk
capable of high-density recording at a bit length of 25 nm or less. The first
read/write experiment for the MPEG-2 TS format HDTV (25 Mbps) was conducted
with this prototype drive, confirming its practicality as a video recording system for
digital broadcasting. Research will continue on ways to enhance these high-
performance perpendicular magnetic recording disks and increase the sensitivity
and read-write  speed of the head.

Our group is studying an advanced TV camera system that can produce
"electronic" images that are as faithful as possible to the actual images. This
is a technology to convert the vast amount of information contained in an

optical image, through operations such as increasing the number of imaging devices
used in the camera, increasing the number of cameras used to shoot the image, or
high-speed operation of the imaging device. This imaging technology can be
applied to camera systems such as ultrahigh-definition cameras so that their
performance exceeds that of stand-alone high-speed cameras or high-dynamic-
range cameras.

Backed by these fundamental technologies, we have started to develop a motion
picture imaging device for large-screen video system that will convey a heightened
sensation of reality to the viewer. A prototype ultrahigh-definition camera using
4000 scanning lines with four 8-million-pixel imaging devices has been constructed,
on which outdoor shooting tests were conducted. At present, work is underway to
reduce the size of the camera head so that the camera that can perform various types
of video shoots. 

While at this point there are still many issues to be resolved, we will continue to
work toward a high-quality audio-visual environment reproduction system that
will present the sensation of being on the scene.
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